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Abstract 
Existing . ma~!ti n~ le~!1g. tec~que~ .have only limited capabi1ities of handling 
computadonally intractable domaim-This research extends explanation-based learning 
techniques in order ωovercom~ such limitatio~. It is _ based on- a strategy of sacrificing 
阳。可 accura句 in 时'~er to gain f:Tactabi!ity.. In~ctab~e theories are a-pproxima时 by
m∞，rporati~~ simplify~ng_ assumptions. Explanations of teacher-providècf examples aré 
used ω 伊ide a seaic~ -for accürate approiimate theories. The' paper begins wi由 m
overview of 由is leaming t民hnique. Then a typology of simpl1句ring assumptions is 
prese.nted al_O?g. wi.th a technique Îor representing- such -assumptiòni in -terms of generic 
functions. Methods for generating and 臼arching a spa臼 of approximate theories are 
discussed. Empirica1 results 仕om a testbed domain are preSented. Fina11y, some 
implications of 由is research for the field of explanation~based leaming are also 
discussed. 
1 Introduction 
Current machine learning techniques face considerable difficulties when dea1ing with in町actable
domains. Standard explanation-based learning (EBL) methods apply only to domains for which a 
tractable domain the。可 is available 仙fitchell et al. 86]. While similarity-based learning (SBL) can be 
applied to intractable dornains , it does not 仇Jlly exploit the background knowledge contained in an 
intractable domain theory. 1bese limitations are significant for the science of machine le缸咀ing due to 由e
ubiquity of intractable domains. Problems of intractability arise in a variety of domains including games 
like chess , circuit 也sign ， job scheduling and rnany 创hers. Machine lear回ng techniques are needed for 
such domains because intractability prevents the avai1able theories 食om being directly useful for solving 
problems. 
This research is aimed at handling the intractable 由四可 problem by developing new explanation-
based learnÎng methods. A prograrn called POLL Y ANNA h描 b臼n develo归dωexperiment wi由 such
new EBL me由ods. POLL Y ANNA's lear田ng strategy involves replacing exact intractable theories with 
approximate theories requiring fewer computational resources. Theories are approximated by explicitly 
introducing simplifying assw叩tions about 由e domain. The assumptions are useful 民cause they greatly 
simplify 由e pr∞ess ofexpl创ning ob臼rvations or making inferen臼s in a performance element Although 
such assumptions are not strictly true in a11 situations，由ey may be ∞πect in most typica1 cases. Even 
when not true , the assumptions may be sufficient1y accurate so as to generate correct performan，α. In 
order to find such useful 副sumptions， POLL Y ANNA rnakes use of empirical information. Explanations 
of teacher-provided training exarnples are used to guide a search for accurate simplifying 植sumptions.
1 Reprint of a paper appearing 坦白e Proceedings of the Seventh National Conference on Artificial Intelligenω ， SL Paul 
Minnesota, August 1988. 
The learning strategy used in POLL Y ANNA differs markedly from 由at of previous explanaùon-
based learning programs. Prior EBL research has focused on compi1ing explanations into schemata 
[DeJong and M∞ney 86; Mitchell et al. 86]. Some re臼nt studies have investigated 阳 role of 
smplifying assumpuom for intractable domains [Chier187;Bennett 87];however, dEe assumptions 缸e
studied mainly in 也 context of schema formation. POLLY ANNA is ba臼d on the belief that schema 
formation is a problem of secondary importance ∞mp缸edω 阳 task of finding appropriate simpli句ling
assumpnons themselves.POLLYANNA's methodology does not preclude schema formadon;however, it 
involves using explanations primarily for a different purpose. Explanations are used for the purpo臼 of
evaluaùng candidate assumptions. Assumptions are evaluated according ωwhether 也ey shorten the 
pro臼ss of building explanations, and whether 由ey correctly explain many examples. By adopting 
assumptions ac∞时ing to 由eir powerωexplain examples, POLL YANNA manifests a form of abductive 
inference. A more complete description of由is approach is found in [Ellman 87]. 
2 A Methodology for Finding Simplifying Assumptions 
The learning process embodied in POLLY ANNA h脑 been broken down into severa1 disùnct 
phases , enumerated in Figure 1. These phases ∞rrespond roughly to a generate and test framework for 
finding simplifying assumptions. The first step generates a set of candidate assumptions by 
systematical1y instantiating schemata from a predefined typology of simplifying ass山nptions. An 
example of such a typology is described in Figure 2. A仇er generating candidate assumpùons，由e system 
selects various well-formed sets of 槌sumptions and integrates them into the initia1 in位actable t:t略目y.
This produces a collection of approximate theories, organized in a lattice structured search space. In the 
fina1 ph也e，出e system conducts a search through the approximate 由e。可 spaω. Various a阴贸oximate
theories are invoked to explain teacher-provided training examples. The results are usedωguide the 
search prωess.ηle general approach of using examples to guide a search through an approximate 出臼可
space is sim i1ar to methods described in [Keller 87; Mostow and Fawcett 87); however, the methods used 
here to generate and search the theory space are di仔erentηle the。可 space generation and 由e。可 spa臼
search phases have been implemented. Implementation of the assumption generation phase is in progress. 
l. A臼umption Generation: Generate candidate assumptions by instantiating schemata 
台om a predefined typology of simplifying assumptions. 
2. Thωry Space Generation: Incorporate 四ts of simpli句ling 出sumptions into the 
domain 由ω可怕 generate a spa臼 of approximate theories. 
3. Theory Space Search: Search through the 由e。可 space to find simple, accurate 
由eories.
Figure 1: Learning Phases in POLL Y ANNA 
3 An Intractable Theory 
The card game "hearts" has been cho臼n 届 a testbed domain for the POLL Y ANNA progr缸n.2 1be
hearts domain the饵y is repr臼en比d in terms of a collection of purely functional LISP expressions 出at are 
used to evaluate potentia1 card choices in any game situation. The 由e。可∞mputes an eva1uation 
2Hearts is oormally played 明白 four playen. Each player is dea1t thirteeu cards. At the start of 甜le gamc, ooe player is 
designatedωM 阳 "leadcr". 1ñc gamc is divided inωthirteen 钊cccuive trickJ. At the start of each trick，阳 le皿cr plays a 
card. Then 阳 otl'自r playcrs play cards in ordcr going clockwise around thc cin:le. Each player must play aωrdma刷ing 由e 5uit 
of 山ec缸d played by 出e leader, if he has such a card in his hand. Otherwi.se, hc may play any card. 节lC play町 who plays the 
highcst card in 吐lC same suit as the 比ader's card will takc thc 国ck and become the leadcr for the next trick. Each player receives 
ooe point for every card in the suit of hearts ∞ntained in a trick 由at hc takes. 白lC game objcctive is ωminimize the oumber of 
points in ooe's 民ore.
function ES(c,p,t) yielding the expected final game score for player (p) if he plays card (c) in 町ck (t). ln 
order to ∞mpute 由js value , it is neαssaryωaverage over all ways the cards might be de础， and perform 
a mini-max search for each possible deaI. ln practi臼由is computation is hopelessly intractable. Each 
mini-max computation involves searchlng a large space of game treesωfind a solution tr四. Each 
solution tree is itself qui臼 large ， and the evaIuation of each tr臼 must be summed over a large number of 
possible deals. The hearts domain 由us exhlbits both types of intractability described in [Rajamoney and 
DeJong 87] , iιa "large search space" and a "large explanation structure'\ 
4 A Typology of Simplifying Assumptions 
In order to implement POLL Y ANNA in the hearts domain, it has been necess缸yωidenti句也e
general types of simplifying 臼SUI口ptions 由at are useful for 由is domain. A pa而al typology of such 
assumptions is shown in Figure 2. The assumptions shown here are drawn from a longer 1i st 由at was 
developed by analyzing protocols of hearts games played by humans. VerbaI explanations of people's 
decisions were analyzed to extract and formaI ize the assumptions 出.ey impliciùy contained. Some specific 
instances of these types of assumptions are shown in Figure 3. Al由ough 由e typology w臼 developed by 
studying the hearts domain, it is expected 由at future research will demonstrate its use旬lness in other 
domains as well. 
1. Invariance ot Funct i.ona: 
i' (x) :z i' (y) 玄。r &11 x and y. 
2. Independence ot Random Variable.: 
Exp[x 肯 y] = Exp[x] * Exp[y] 
3. E罕1&1 Probability ot Random Vari.ablea: 
Prob[var = v&lue] = 1/1R缸lqe [var] I 
4. Abstract止。n ot the Problem State: 
Prob[x Gi.ven state] = Prob[x] 
Figure 2: Typology of Simpli句ring Assumptions 
1. Assume the ex防cted number of poin岱 to be taken in all future 国cks ， EFfS(c品t) ， is 
invariant with res严ctωthe card (c)，由e player (p) and 由e 町ick (t). 
2. Assume the od也 of winning a trick, P-WIN. are independent of the trick's expected 
point value, EXP-POINTS. 
3. Assume the lead suit for 时ick number N is equaI ly likely to be any sui t. 
4. Assume aIl cards in the deck remain unplayed. ignoring information about which 
cards have actuaIly been played in the current problem state. 
Figure 3: Specific Assumptions for Heans 
5 Representation of Simplifying Assumptions 
ln 由阳e c∞oursωrse臼e of im呵m呻n叩ple町阳rπme
r陀e阴阴p时)r回陀穹臼附senta况剧tiωi阳ons毡 fi伽O町r 由邮e simp抖州lif句伊y圳in吨1咆g as s u mpti o ns . The as su m p tio ns m u st be m pm se nmd l n a ma nne r m 
d卢ws them to interfa臼 with the initial intracωle 由臼可 andωshorten 由e process of building 
xplanations. In 出e POLL Y ANNA system，由is problem Ms Men handled by m appmach based on 
归lymo叩Msm and generichmons[URk md Bobm86]Each funmn apmrmg in 由e Mm 
domain 由e。可 is considered tobe a generichmuon and is implemented in Om or mom versIons-343e 
examples of functions with multiple versions are shown in Figure 4. 1、is figure shows several different 
functions used in the hearts 由e。可. Each of the 仇mctions exists in the two different versions shown. 
amπmon 
a臼ss阳umπmp冈dω。∞In1， or setof simplifying assumptions-The varioushnction deEMtions have ken coded in tsm1s 
of puely hncdonal LISP expressions.Some of the amcdon arguments are not shown.In particular, each 
function takes an additional argument 由at determines which version should be used. 
ES(card): (Expected Score) 
ES-Q(c) = Constant 
ES-l(c) = ECTS(c) + EFTS(c) 
ECTS(card): (Expected Current Trick Score) 
ECTS-O(c) = Con.tant 
ECTS-l(c) = P-WIN(c)*EXP-POINTS(c) 
EFTS(card): (Expected Future Tricka Score) 
EFTS-O(c) = Conatant 
EFTS-l(c) = SUM(k) (RAND-{c})EXP-TAKE(k) 
UC(state): (Unplayed Cards) 
UC-O(s) = DECK 
UC-l(s) = DECK - CARDS-PLAYED(s) 
Figure 4: Multiple Versions of Generic Functions 
Important representation issues arise u(X>n comparing the typology of simplifying assumptions 
(Figure 2) to the actua1 LISP implementation of the assumptioDS (Figure 4). In some cases, the LISP 
definitions represent straig趾forward implernentatioDS of simplifying assumptions 台om the typology. For 
example，由e definition "EFTS(card) = Constant" is a direct application of the assum萨ion 由at a function 
is indef阳ldent of its arguments. Other definitioDS 缸e 回mantica11y equivalent to assumptions 企om 出e
typology , but are syntactica11y quite di仔erent This indicates 由at the task of generating such assumptions 
may involve significant issues of 由e。可 reformulation， as noted in [Mostow and Faw臼也 87].
Several advantages result 食om the technique of representing 路sumptions in terms of generic 
functions. To begin with, it helps in dea1ing with problems of incoDSistency 由at arise when strictly untrue 
assumptions are added to 由e initia1 intractable 由eo可. When an approximate version of a function F is 
added to 由ethe。可， the in∞nsiste皿Y is avoided if the origina1 definition of F is removed at 世1e sarne 
time.ηÚS technique a1so provides a convenient mechanism for determining when a set of assumptions is 
complete. A set of 臼sumptions is ∞mplete when there is a definition for each function referenced in the 
se t. 
6 Generating a Space of Approximate Theories 
In order to generate a space of approximate domain theories, POLLYANNA systematica11y 
combines various versioDS of the generic functio l1S. For this purpo阔，由e 由ω可 spaωgeneraωr IS 
provided with a list of versions of each generic function. 币le generator is alωprovided with a relation 
partia11y ordering the versions of each generic function. More specifically，由e relation PRI阳TIVE­
REFINE沁伍NT(FO ，Fl) indicates 由at FO implements a stricüy stronger set of assumptions 由an Fl , i.e. , 
由e assumptions of 同 logica1ly imply the assumptions of F1. fur example，由e relation PRIMITIVE-
REFINEMENT(ES-Q,ES-l) indicates that version zero uses a stricüy stronger set of assumptions 出m
version one. At present 由is relation is coded by hand; however, it is expected that future research wi1l 
demonstrate 由at it can be generated automatically. 
.白le 由四可 spa臼 is generated by a prωess 由at extends the PRI沁flTIVE-REFINEMENT(FO ，Fl)
relation among generic functions inωa relation, REF剧EMENT(TO，Tl) ， among theories. The spa臼 is
generated by beginning with the simplest version of the top level function ES-O.η1Ìs repre臼nts the root 
ofthe 由叨叨 space. Refinements of由is simple 由e。可 are generated by repeatedly applying the following 
rule. Any 出e。可 T-old can be refined into a theory T-new, by replacing some generic function version FO 
with a new version Fl such 由at PR岛日TIVE-REFINEMENT(FO，Fl) holds. If Fl references a new 
generic function G not yet de负ned in the theory，由e simplest version of G is added to make the refined 
由e。可∞mplete. Thus the root 由e。可 using ES-O can be refined in10 a 由e。可 using ES-l. Since ES-l 
references EcrS and EFfS, the simplest versions of these functions are added to make the the。可
complete. The 由e。可 can then be further refined by substituting new versions of EcrS or EPTS. This 
proαss creates a lattice of theories , organized by 由e relation REFINE如钮NT. Whenever 
REFINE沁ffiNT(TO，T1) holds , TO uses a strict1y stronger set ofωsumptions 由an T 1. It is expected that 
由e REFINEMENT relation serves also to approximately order the theories according ωcosts of 
computation. Prelinrinary measurements indicate 由is is indeed the ca四.
7 Searching a Space of Approximate Theories 
A number of di仔erent algorithms have been developed in POLL Y ANNA for searching the 
approximate 由e。可 spaα. The algorithms all use an 、ptinristic" strategy of starting at 由e la国αr∞t，
i.e. , the simplest 由e。可 in the spa臼， and moving to more complex theories only when simpler ones are 
contradicted by training examples. This strategy is achieved by using the REF时EMENT relationω 
constrain the order in which theories are examined. The search algorithms differ mainly in the goal 
conditions and control strategies that are used. One version takes an error rate threshold 凶 input， and 
searches for a 由e。可 ofminimal ∞mputational cost 由at meets 由.e s严cified error rate. A best first se缸d
algorithm is used to control the search, always taking a 由e。可 of minimal ∞stωexp缸ld next in10 its 
refinements.3 Both the costs and the error rates are measured empirically, by using candidate theories ω 
explain a set of teacher-provided training examples. The examples are processed in batches , i.e.，由e
system tests each 由eo可 against the entire example set before moving on to refined theories. lt is worth 
noticing 由at 出e search is facilitated by the lattice organization of 由e 由e。可 spa臼. The spa臼 is
structured 50 由at costs of ∞mputation increase mono1Onically along paths in the lattice. This allows the 
search algorithm to terminate upon expanding the first theory meeting 由e error rate threshold, since more 
refined theories wil1 have equal or greater ∞mputational costs. 
POLL YANNA has been tested on several di仔.erent sets of training examples. one set was designed 
to reflect a strategy of leading cards of nrinimal rank. 1be system was led to a goal 由ω可 asser世ng that 
ES(c,p,t) .. Cl • P-WIN(c ,p,t) + C2. This approxirnate 由回可 uses a non叮ivial version of P-W肘，由e
probability of winning the current trick. It ignores 由e expec惚d point value of 出e current trick by 
assuming 由at EXP-PO剧TS巾，p，t) is a constant (C 1). Another example set was designed ωreflect a 
strategy of leading cards of minimal point value.τbe system was led 10 a goal 出e。可阻se而ng that 
ES(c,p,t) = Cl • EXP-POINTS(c ,p ,t) + C2. This曲创可 ignores the od也 of winning the trick by 
assuming 阳t P-WIN(c品。 is a constant (C 1). Instead it fiωuses on the expected trick point 叫田， by 
using a non-trivial version of EXP-POINTS. These results indicate 由at POLL Y ANNA can be led ω 
adopt di仔erent and in∞nsistent sets of assumptions depending on the examples provided. 
POLLYANNA produces data to il1 ustrate 吐le tra也o仔 between 饵curacy 缸1d tr副ability ， as soown 
in Figure 5. 白1Ís graph was generated during the second of the two runs described above. Each point on 
3An 创阳nate searτh goal finds a thωry of minimal error rate meeting a ∞mputatiotW cost threshold. 白\e a\lernale ∞nlrol 
stra吨y chooses theories of minimal error rate to expand nexL 
比1:172242272tZAZZTs:以吼:JvzaETZ盯;
glven example situation. The vertiωaxis measu巾阳 "false good" error rate of the 由町 in 由e
following way: If G is 由e 町ue set of opumal cards In some eXMnple simation-and G'is the set of cards 
considered "optimal" by the approximate 由e。可， then the false good rate is FG = IG\GI/IG'I.ηús 
represents the probabiIity that a card chosen randomly 仕om G' will actually be WTong.ηle ve时cal axis 
measures FG averaged over all examples 仕om 由e training se t. 
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Figure 5: Tradeo仔 betw臼nAωuracy and Tractabílity 
节le c让c1ed points in Fi 部1fe 5 correspond to theories 由at are Pareto optimal. Each circled point 
cannot be improved in running time except at 由e pri臼 of a greater error rate. Likewise each circled point 
cannot be improved in error ra岭， except at the price of increasing the running time. In order to choose 
among the Pareto optimal points ， ω 日nd the right combination of acαlracy and tractability，由e system 
must be provided wi由 contextua1 knowledge [Keller 87] defining its performance objectives. 
8 Conclusion 
A new viewpoint on exp凶1ation-based learning is suggested by 由e me由odology used in 
POLLYANNA. 阶ior EBL research has equated "explanation" with "logica11y sound pr∞f' [Mitchell et 
al. 86]. POLLYANNA is b路ed on a weaker notion of explanation , i.e. , a pr∞f based on simplifying 
assumptions. 节le POLL Y ANNA methodology is alωdistinguished by 由e fact 由at it uses explanations 
in a manner different from previous EBL systems. Prior 陀臼arch h坦 focused on compiling explanations 
into schemata..TEe appmach described here dcmnot pmelude schema fonnation;however.it uses 
explanations for a more important task. Explanations are used in a prωess of abductive inference ω 
guide a search for simplifying assumptions. Depending on 由e examples provided，由is technique can find 
different, inconsistent simplifying assumptions. It is therefore immune to a criticism leveled at other EBL 
systerns , i.e. , they only "compile" existing knowledge and do not change when viewed from the 
"knowledge level" [Dietterich 86]. The new strategy extends EBL beyond techniques for compilation of 
knowledge ωbecome a process of substantive 由e。可 revision.
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